
Standard Mill Practice

W
Wide Flange

Permissible Variations

Shapes

A is measured at cenler line of web.
B is rneasured parallel to flange.
C is measured parallel to web.
'through 426 pounds/footi ovet 426 pounds/foot, sTru inch.

Ends Out-of-Square
1/6a in. per inch of depth, or of flange width if it is greater lhan depth.

Dimensions
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Depth, lnches
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retical
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Up to 12, incl.
0ver 12

Ve
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1/s

Va

Vq
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3Aa

1h

"/16

3Aa

3Aa-
Vq

1/q

?to;'

Length

Wide Flange Shapes'

Variations from Specilied Lcngth for Length Given, lnches

30 leet and under I Over 30 feet

0ver Under 0ver Under

Shapes 24 inch and under in

nominal depth . "/8 3/s

3/a plus 1Aa for each additional

5 feet or fraction thereof .. Ts

Shapes over 24 inch in nominal
depth and all columns...... Vz Vz

t/z plus lAa for each additional
5 feet or fraction thereof .. . Vt

'When wide flange shapes are used as bearing piles, the length tolerance is plus 5 inches and minus 0 inch
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Standard Mill Practice

W
Wide Flange

Permissible Variations

Shapes

number ol leet of total length.
'Shapes with a flange width less than 6 inches, variation for sweep = % inch x

tApplies only to:
8 inch deep shapes 31 pounds per foot and heavier.

10 inch deep shapes 49 pounds per foot and heavier.
12 inch deep shapes 65 pounds per foot and heavier, and
14 inch deep shapes 90 pounds per foot and heavier.
ll other shapes are specified on the order as columns, the variation will be subject to negotiation with the manufacturer.

Straightness-Camber and Sweep

Wide Flange Shapes Permissible Variation

All, except following

When certain shapest with a llange width
approximately equal to depth are
specified on order as columns:

Lengths of 45 feet and under

Lengths over 45 feet

% inch x number of feet of total length.

10

% inch x number ol feet-of total length 
but not over % inch.

% inch + % inch x

10

number of feel of total length - 45

10

HORIZONTAL
SURFACE
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